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Section A: Content guide

Course planner
This shows how a term-by-term approach to the content can be organised, ie the basis of a
scheme of work.

Pre-planning
In physical education there is no ‘perfect model’ that all centres can follow because there
are so many variables, including:
•• facilities
•• centre – boys, girls or mixed
•• number of students (this may vary from 1 to 250 or more)
•• options that can be offered on-site in the school programme
•• off-site activities, for example horse-riding, amateur boxing – these will have to be
videoed for the controlled assessment
•• timetable, number and length of lessons
•• staff expertise.
For centres with a high number of entries, for example over 100, students will probably not
all take a physical education class at the same time.

Practical options: Considering the practical options and constraints
•• Facilities – for example, only one badminton court and a low ceiling in the gymnasium.
•• Staff expertise – for example, no staff expertise in trampolining.
•• Student experience – offering an option not offered in Key Stage 3, for example they
have not played badminton and therefore will have less experience compared to
students who have played a lot of football, or students who have been involved in
trampolining since Year 7.
•• External support, for example outside qualified table tennis coaches available to help.
If the centre has small numbers and few facilities, all students may have to offer the same
activities, with the possibility of offering something that they also do outside of class
time. In this case, it is probably best to go for activities that the centre can specialise in,
for example football, netball, basketball, athletics, fitness training. In this situation, if all
students do five activities they can drop their weakest.
Larger centres can offer option blocks and students can choose their own practical route,
for example football, netball and basketball may be on offer in three blocks and the
students can choose the block that fits in best with the other activities they are going
to take.
Some centres may make the fitness training option compulsory and teach the theory and
the Personal Exercise Programme during this time, for example in Term 2. If students take
this option, they can then take any other three activities and comply with the restrictions
on options.
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Number of lessons

Specification content – Unit 1
It is probably best if lessons can be taught through practical
activity and the practical application of knowledge.

Year 1

Term 1

1 Lesson

Course introduction – requirements.
Outline the aims of the unit.
Set standards and (SMART) goals.

2 Lessons Topic 1.1.1
Healthy, active lifestyles and
how they could benefit you

Investigate the reasons why people take part in sport and physical activity.
Why do they (the students) take part in sport?

2 Lessons Topic 1.1.2
Influences on your healthy,
active lifestyle

Initiatives, influences and opportunities that get and keep people involved in
sport and physical activity for health and competitive reasons.

3 Lessons Topic 1.1.3
Exercise and fitness as part of
your healthy, active lifestyle

Health-related exercise – fitness – performance – role models could be developed
from Topic 1.1.2 in terms of the fitness requirements that students’ role models
need for the activities in which they perform, eg Andy Murray for tennis.

2 Lessons Topic 1.1.3
Exercise and fitness as part of
your healthy, active lifestyle

Skill-related fitness and further development of the role models, but this time
in terms of the skill requirements that their role models need for the activities in
which they perform, eg Andy Murray for tennis.

1 Lesson

Test on Topics 1.1.1, 1.1.2 and 1.1.3.
Term 2
These lessons could include the fitness training topic (1.1.4) so cover a practical
activity at the same time as learning and applying the theory for these and
previous topics.

4 Lessons Topic 1.1.4
Physical activity as part
of your healthy, active
lifestyle

Assessing readiness for exercise – PAR-Q
Testing – assessing fitness levels via a series of tests for example Cooper’s
12-minute run; Illinois Agility Run; Sergeant Jump; Standing Broad Jump; hand
grip test etc.

2 Lessons Topic 1.1.4

Principles of training; Setting SMART goals for the Personal Exercise Programme
(PEP).

6 Lessons Topic 1.1.4

Methods of training – students experience each method or a selection of
methods of training.
Linking methods of training with health-related exercise and skill-related fitness.
Term 3

2 Lessons Topic 1.1.4

Experiencing exercise sessions to match fitness requirements to individuals
and activities.
Experiencing and understanding the training session warm-up; main activity
and cool down.
Explaining the principles of training within an exercise programme.

1 Lesson Topic 1.1.4

Aerobic and anaerobic training.
Heart rates — plotting examples and evaluating results from practical experience.

1 Lesson Topic 1.1.4

Graphical explanations of target zones and thresholds of training from practical
experience.

6 Lessons

Personal Exercise Programme – planning, performing and monitoring.

1 Lesson Topic 1.1.5

Diet – much of this work could be incorporated into the practical lessons above,
during which students are doing their 6-week PEP. Then bring it all together in one
final lesson, for example why did you take on water and need carbohydrates?
•• Exercise, diet, work and rest.
•• Explain the requirements of a balanced diet.
•• The factors of a balanced diet.
•• Diet in relation to exercise timing of dietary intake and reasons.
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1 Lesson

Evaluate and complete the Personal Exercise Programme (PEP).
End of Short Course 3PE01

Number of lessons

Specification content – Unit 1
It is probably best if lessons can be taught through practical
activity and the practical application of knowledge.

Year 2

Term 4

2 Lessons
Topic 1.2.1
Physical activity and your
healthy mind and body

Somatotypes.
Endomorph – mesomorph – ectomorph.

1 Lesson
Topic 1.2.1
Physical activity and your
healthy mind and body

Understanding and explaining with examples the terms:
anorexia, obesity, overfat, overweight, underweight, and how they relate to
sports performance.

2 Lessons
Topic 1.2.1

Gender, height, weight, bone structure, muscle girth, optimum weight and their
influence in sport.

1 Lesson Topic 1.2.1

Smoking, alcohol and sport.
Drugs in sport.

1 Lesson 1.1.7

Rules and risk assessment in sport.
This completes the Full Course (2PE01).

2 Lessons

Revision.

1 Lesson

Mock examination.
Term 5

4

3 Lessons
Topic 1.2.2
A healthy, active lifestyle
and your cardiovascular
system

Exercise and physical activity – the effects on the CV system.
Immediate and short-term effects.
The effects of regular and long-term participation.
The importance of rest for adaptation and recovery – diet for cholesterol (HDL
and LDL).
Recreational drugs and the CV system.

2 Lessons
Topic 1.2.3
A healthy, active lifestyle
and your respiratory
system

Exercise and physical activity – the effects on the CV system.
Immediate and short-term effects.
The effects of regular and long-term participation.
The importance of rest for adaptation and recovery.
Recreational drugs and the respiratory system.

3 Lessons
Topic 1.2.4
A healthy, active lifestyle
and your muscular system

Exercise and physical activity and the effects on the muscular system, and main
muscle groups.
Immediate and short-term effects.
Isometric and isotonic contractions.
The effects of regular and long-term participation.
Exercise and potential muscle injuries, muscle strains, muscle atrophy, treatment
(RICE).
The importance of rest for adaptation and recovery.
Diet – protein.
Performance-enhancing drugs.

2 Lessons
Topic 1.2.5
A healthy, active lifestyle
and your skeletal system

Exercise and physical activity and the effects on the skeletal system. Role of
skeletal system during physical activity, including ranges of movement at hinge
and socket joints.
The effects of regular and long-term participation.
The importance of weight-bearing exercise.
Potential injuries and conditions.
Diet.

1 Lesson

Revision.
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1 Lesson

Examination.
Term 6

6 Lessons
Sections 1.2 and 1.1

Revision programme
Starting with the topics students have just completed, ie Section 1.2, before
moving on to the topics they covered early in the course, so it is fresh in their
minds just before the examination.
Examination

Centres are encouraged to deliver Unit 2 alongside Unit 1. The length of time needed to deliver this
unit depends on whether students are doing two performances for the GCSE (Short Course) or four
performances for the GCSE.
Centres also have the option of teaching the Analysis of Performance over a term, or throughout
the course.
Number of lessons

Specification content – Unit 2

2.1.1
2.1.2
2.1.3

Practical performance as player/participant.
Official.
Leader.

Practical activity lessons to
run alongside the theory
lessons – approximately
10/12 lessons for each
activity Lesson 1

Assess students’ current performance levels to ascertain standard and plan
scheme of work at the correct level.
Issue the activity criteria for students to decide their current performance level
and set their goal for the activity.

Remainder of the lessons

Based on ability and potential.
Practise to improve skills in isolation and performance in the competitive situation.
Activities to stretch students’ ability and understanding of the rules,
regulations, strategies and tactics.

2.1.1 Player/participant
Remainder of the lessons
2.1.2 Official
Remainder of the lessons
2.1.3 Leader

Based on ability and potential.
Develop students’ skills so that they can be effective in competitive/
competition situations as appropriate.
Based on ability and potential.
Develop students’ leadership skills so that they can be effective and show
knowledge and understanding in teaching/coaching situations.

Analysis of Performance
2.2

This could be a scheme of work to be introduced to suit the department’s
planning of the course, for example at the start of the course so that students
can practise analysing in all their activities and then offer the activity they
analyse best. Some activities are better suited to this than others.

1 Lesson

Introduction to analysis with good and bad examples.

2 lessons

Issue the activity criteria.
Explain the criteria and requirements for the Analysis of Performance (AoP).
Explain how the AoP will be tested, ie controlled assessment.
Goal setting for the AoP.
Students set their goals for the activity.
Target setting for each section of the AoP.

1 Lesson

Learning to observe.

2 Lessons

Analysis, experience and practice.

2 Lessons

Planning to improve.

2 Lessons

Setting and preparation for the task.

1 Lesson

Task taking.

1 Lesson

Task presenting.
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Teaching ideas
In this section there are teaching ideas that will help your students prepare for their
assessments – both in their practical and in the theory paper.
You can show the two circuit training sessions to your students when teaching them how to
devise their Personal Exercise Programmes (PEPs). Circuit training may be one of their two
Fitness Training activities in activity Group F. Skill circuits and a fitness circuit are also shown.
The football session will prepare students for their practical sessions. Students may be able
to devise their own short scenarios, in their own sports, and incorporate several skills in
pressurised tasks.
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General fitness star circuit
Continuous training on different muscle groups and the cardiovascular system
This lesson could be taught at the start of the course to cover the basics of circuit training.
Whilst performing the warm-up, you could:
•

name and talk about the muscles that will be exercised

•

say which bones the muscles are attached to and which joints they move, and the
impact of regular exercise on the body systems

•

explain how to work out the target zone (Karvonen’s principle)

•

mention the safety aspects required in using the apparatus.

It would be ideal if students had access to heart rate monitors so they could check if they
were working within their target zone (60% – 80% of their MHR) throughout the session.

Triceps dips on bench

Calf raise on 2 ‘steps’

Step-ups onto bench

Aerobic exercises

Sit on chair with arms across
chest. Stand up/sit down

Rope skipping
Box steps with arm punches
Jogging around the gym
Astride jumps/
lateral arm raise
Heel flicks
Heel digs with bicep curls
Leg back/arms forward

Squat thrusts

Upright rowing
with weights

Press-ups against wall

Sit-ups
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After the 15-minute warm-up, the circuit training session should be continuous so that
students are moving straight from one station to the next (in a star shape). The aerobic
(inside activity) is followed by an anaerobic station (around the outside of the hall), then
back to an aerobic activity.
With eight students on the outside and eight students on the inside of the star, they move
from the outside to the inside after each station (anaerobic to aerobic stations). There are no
rest periods.
Students perform the aerobic tasks together so, in this example, centres would need eight
skipping ropes. Divide students into Group A and Group B. Group A start on the outside
anaerobic stations and Group B on the inside aerobic exercises. After 30 seconds the two
groups would swap over.
At the end of the circuit-training session, students perform a 10-minute cool down,
beginning with a five-minute walk.
The students undertake two complete circuits. This session would work for 16 individuals or
8 pairs.
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Skills circuit
In preparation for the Personal Exercise Programme
When completing their Personal Exercise Programme (PEP), students may combine a
general fitness circuit with a skills circuit.
You could use the examples below to introduce your students to different skill
circuits. Students could work on each skill for a period of 30 seconds and work should
be continuous. If there are two students on each station they should have their own
equipment and work individually throughout, unless the drill requires a competitive
element. It is recommended that the gymnasium or sports hall where the skill circuit is
taking place is divided off, so that each skill is contained within its own drill zone. Each
student should have their own items of equipment as balls tend to roll away when students
change over their skill and they can take too long in fetching them back.

Basketball skills circuit

1 Bounce pass
against wall

8 1 v 1 possession
dribbling inside the circle

2 Ball dribbling in and
out of a line of cones

3 Lay-up shots
around cone

7 Jump shots using
the basketball ring

6 Rebound
drill

4 Chest pass
against the wall

5 Dribbling in between
randomly-placed cones

Most of the skill stations will be self-explanatory, but on dribbling stations 2, 5 and 8,
students should be encouraged to use both hands.
On station 3, the cone should be placed on the free throw line. Students dribble around the
cone take one shot, score or miss, then dribble around the cone again.
On station 6, students should throw the ball high against the wall and catch on the position
of their highest leap.
On station 8, both players should dribble and try to keep possession of their basketball
inside the centre circle, whilst trying to knock their opponent’s ball out of the circle.
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Hockey skills circuit
Working with a partner

2 Dribble between
random cones

1 Scoop ball over
small cones to partner

3 Shooting into a goal
(two cones should be
evenly spaced on the
goal line to define 3
target shooting zones)

4 Push pass to partner
between 2 cones

5 Dribble in and out
of cones

6 Hit/stop passing

8 Wall pass against
3 benches on their sides

7 Reverse stick pass
in pairs

Due to the nature of the sport it would be better to complete this skills circuit on the
hockey pitch and not indoors where players might find it difficult to control the speed of
the ball on a hard floor.
This circuit covers a range of hockey skills. Before beginning the circuit session you could
discuss health and safety issues with students.
When devising their own Personal Exercise Programme, to improve their performance in
their sport, students may choose both fitness stations and skill stations in their circuits.
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Football
Aim – to assess a range of football skills through a task.
The simple task is carried out on the pitch and requires just three players who can
interchange their roles. The beauty of the task is that it is transferable to other field
‘invasion’ games.

Goalkeeper

Player X sends
lofted pass to
Player Y. Player Y
controls the ball
then dribbles it into
the penalty area.
Player X moves
across to tackle
Player Y.
After beating
Player X, Player Y
shoots the ball at
the goal.

Player X

Player Y

Key
Movement of ball
Player’s movement

The task is a pressurised drill which covers seven football skills:
1

lofted pass

2

control

3

dribbling

4

tackling

5

beating a player

6

shooting

7

goalkeeping skills.

It would be expected that this task would be given to students at the end of the football
option. You will need to look at the assessment criteria to decide what marks to award
students.
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You could decide on your own ‘rules’ for the task, for example Player X may tackle only
outside the penalty area and once Player Y enters the penalty area, Player X is out of
the game.
For higher-marked students, Player Y, before they receive the ball, would not be static, but
would be moving laterally across the pitch, then would move forward with the ball to create
a one-on-one situation. Player Y’s aim would be to score a goal and they need to decide, as
they attack, at what point they need to shoot at the goal to beat the goalkeeper.
For middle-marked students, Player X could use either a lofted pass, ground pass or drive.
The pass would still need to be accurate and this time there could be two players in Player
Y’s position who would both attack Player X. These two players could then inter-pass the
ball in order to beat Player Y and the goalkeeper.
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Student guide
Is this the right subject for me?
The GCSE Physical Education course will appeal to you if you:
•• have a keen interest in sport and recreation and always look forward to your PE lessons
•• take part in sport/recreation outside of class time
•• want to follow a course that develops knowledge and understanding through practical
involvement
•• want to know more about the benefits of sport and exercise
•• want to improve your own performance in a range of sports roles
•• want to study a course that is active and that you will enjoy
•• are considering a sports-related career or an A Level/higher education course.

What do I need to know, or be able to do, before taking this course?
The course builds on the knowledge, understanding and skills established in Key Stage 3
Physical Education. It will give you exciting opportunities to be involved in a number of
different physical activities, promoting an active and healthy lifestyle. You can perform in one
or all of the following roles: player/participant, leader or official. You should have an interest
in PE and sport, enjoy being active and appreciate the benefits of keeping fit and healthy.

What will I learn?
You will:
•• develop your knowledge and practical skills in a range of physical activities
•• examine the effects of exercise and how training can improve performance
•• find ways to improve your own performances in a variety of roles
•• identify ways to develop and maintain a healthy and active lifestyle through participation
in physical activity
•• appreciate the benefits of promoting ‘sport for all’.

How will I be assessed?
The GCSE course is assessed over two units.
Unit 1 is externally assessed through a written examination paper of 1 hour and 30 minutes.
This will contribute a maximum of 40 per cent towards your total marks.
Unit 2 is assessed in two sections.
Section 1 – four practical performances in the role of either player/participant, leader or
official. You can achieve 48 per cent of the marks from your four performances, two of
which may be in the role of a leader or official.
Section 2 – analysis of performance in one of the chosen activities. This will be worth 12 per
cent of the marks and should include planning, performing and evaluating a Personal Exercise
Programme.
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What can I do after I’ve completed the course?
As well as being the ideal preparation for the A Level Physical Education course, GCSE PE
allows for progression to related vocational qualifications, such as BTEC Firsts and Nationals
in Sport or Sport and Exercise Sciences.
The course develops the transferable skills and key skills that employers are looking for and
can lead to a wide variety of employment opportunities. This can include further training in
such areas as recreational management, leisure activities, coaching, officiating, the fitness
industry, the armed forces and the Civil Service.

Next steps!
For further information on specific sports, you could look at the websites for the National
Governing Bodies and organisations related to each sport.
Athletics

www.englandathletics.org

Badminton

www.badmintonengland.co.uk

Basketball

www.englandbasketball.co.uk

Cricket

www.ecb.co.uk

Cycling

www.britishcycling.org.uk

Football

www.thefa.com

Golf

www.golf-foundation.org

Hockey

www.englandhockey.co.uk

Mountain walking

www.mlte.org

Netball

www.england-netball.co.uk

Rowing

www.ara-rowing.org

Rugby union

www.rfu.com

Squash

www.englandsquash.com

Swimming

www.britishswimming.org

Table tennis

www.englishtabletennis.org.uk

Tennis

www.lta.org.uk

If you want to find more about GCSE PE you can visit the Edexcel website
(www.edexcel.com).
You should also talk to the Head of PE at your centre who will be able to describe the
course in detail and advise you of what you need to do next when it comes to your options.
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This section provides all the information you need to understand the assessment
requirements and help your students achieve their best possible results.
It consists of four parts:
•• assessment overview
•• examination questions with student answers and examiner comments
•• controlled assessment guide
•• controlled assessment exemplars.

Assessment overview
The grid on the following page gives you an overview of the assessment for this course.
We recommend that you make this information available to students to help ensure they
are fully prepared and know exactly what to expect in each assessment.
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The first certification opportunity for the GCSE (Short Course) qualification will be June 2010 and June
2011 for the GCSE.
Full Course
Unit 1

%

Marks

Time/pre-release

Availability

The Theory of
Physical Education

40%

80

Externally assessed.
1-hour 30-minute examination.
No pre-release material.

June

Unit 2

%

Marks

Time/pre-release

Availability

Performance in
Physical Education

60%

Five tasks, four
performances each
marked out of 10 for 48%.
Plus Analysis of
Performance marked out
of 20 for 12%.
Students must offer two
performances from at
least two different activity
areas.

Internal assessment under
controlled conditions.
Externally moderated.

June

Unit 1

%

Marks

Time/pre-release

Availability

The Theory of
Physical Education

40%

40

Externally assessed.
1-hour examination.
No pre-release material.

June

Unit 2

%

Marks

Time/pre-release

Availability

Performance in
Physical Education

60%

Three tasks, two
performances each
marked out of 10 for 48%.
Plus Analysis of
Performance marked out
of 20 for 12%.
Students must offer two
performances from two
different activity areas.

Internal assessment under
controlled conditions.
Externally moderated.

June

Section 1.1:
Healthy, active
lifestyles
Section 1.2: Your
healthy, active
body

Section 2.1:
Practical
performance
Section 2.2:
Analysis of
performance

Short Course

Section 1.1:
Healthy, active
lifestyles

Section 2.1:
Practical
performance
Section 2.2:
Analysis of
performance
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Full Course
Unit 1

Description

Knowledge and skills

The Theory
of Physical
Education

This unit is externally assessed; through an
externally set examination. The external
assessment:
•• is 1 hour and 30 minutes
•• is out of 80
•• includes multiple-choice, short- answer, and
longer-answer questions.
This paper assesses content from Sections 1.1
and 1.2 of the specification.
Questions marked with an asterisk assess
Quality of Written Communication (QWC). The
final two questions require extended writing.

The Assessment Objectives covered in
this assessment are:
AO1: 20-30%
AO2: 48-55%
AO3: 20-30%
Students will need knowledge of Sections
1.1 and 1.2 of the specification.
Students will need to demonstrate QWC
in questions marked with an asterisk.
Students should answer all questions.

Unit 2

Description

Knowledge and skills

Performance
in Physical
Education
Section 2.1:
Practical
performance
Section 2.2:
Analysis of
performance

This unit is internally assessed, under controlled
conditions.
The controlled assessment is:
•• internally set
•• internally marked using published assessment
criteria and is externally moderated
•• made up of five tasks, each marked out of 10.

Students are required to offer four
performances, in practical contexts, in the
role of either player/participant, official or
leader. At least two performances must be
in the role of player/participant.
Performances must be taken from a
minimum of two different activity areas.
Students need to analyse performance in a
selected physical activity.

Unit 1

Description

Knowledge and skills

The Theory
of Physical
Education

This unit is externally assessed through an
externally set examination. The external
assessment:
•• is 1 hour
•• has 30 questions marked out of 40
•• includes multiple-choice, short-answer, and
longer-answer questions.
This paper assesses content from Section 1.1 of
the specification.
Questions marked with an asterisk assess
Quality of Written Communication (QWC). The
final question requires extended writing.

The Assessment Objectives covered in
this assessment are:
AO1: 20-30%
AO2: 45-55%
AO3: 20-30%
Students will need knowledge of Section
1.1 of the specification.
Students will need to demonstrate QWC
in the question marked with an asterisk.
Students should answer all questions.

Unit 2

Description

Knowledge and skills

Performance
in Physical
Education
Section 2.1:
Practical
performance
Section 2.2:
Analysis of
performance

This unit is internally assessed, under controlled
conditions.
The controlled assessment is:
•• internally set
•• internally marked using published assessment
criteria and is externally moderated
•• made up of three tasks, each marked out of
10.

Students are required to offer two
performances, in practical contexts, in the
role of either player/participant, official or
leader. At least one performance must be
in the role of player/participant.
Performances must be taken from a
minimum of two different activity areas.
Students need to analyse performance in a
selected physical activity.

Short Course
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Examination
questions
e-Spec

This guide looks at the style of questions your students will face when they sit the written
paper. Those of you familiar with the current Edexcel GCSE PE paper will recognise the
style of most of the questions in the sample assessment material. However, in order to
comply with the new QCA requirements, there are some differences, notably the final
question(s) on the paper which require some extended writing. It should be emphasised
that this is a very small percentage of the examination and, therefore, its impact on students
should be minimal.
Sample questions covering a variety of styles and topics are included, along with sample
answers and examiner comments, to help you familiarise yourself with the exam
requirements quickly and easily. Relevant question command words are also discussed in
terms of how students should respond to each word.

Topic 1.1.1: Healthy, active lifestyles and how they can benefit you
Question 1 (a)
Which of the following is considered to be a mental benefit of exercise?

❏ A Working in a team
❏ B

Developing friendships

❏ C Competition
❏ D Improved cooperation
(1)
Answer
The correct answer would be ‘C’.

Examiner comments
Obviously answers are correct or incorrect for the multiple-choice section. Students
should practise these questions and work through each response, in this case identifying
the type of benefit being described. Options A, B and D are all social benefits of exercise,
leaving only C.
The first 10 questions on the Full Course paper will continue to be multiple choice and
cover the range of specification topics.

18
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Topic 1.1.2: Influences on your healthy, active lifestyles
Question

(Source: Blend Images/Alamy)
Over 50s tennis player
Figure 1 shows an individual participating in physical activity.
(a) Identify two physical benefits he may gain through participation in physical
activity.
(2)
b) Playing/participating is one way an individual can be involved in physical
activity. Identify two other types of roles that an individual could take on to
sustain their involvement in physical activity.
(2)
Answer 1
(a) By keeping active he will maintain his health by reducing the chance of CHD.
Regular exercise will allow him to maintain his fitness.
(b) In addition to playing, a person could officiate others playing or coach people to improve their
performance.

Answer 2
(a) He will have fun playing with his friends and lose weight.
(b) He could be a tennis umpire or linesman.
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Examiner comments
Very often, questions will have stimulus material in the form of an image. This should be
used by the student to guide their answer. For example, the performer in this image is a
more ‘mature’ participant; their reasons for participation may be very different from a 16
year old. Students need to be able to apply their knowledge of this section across a range
of individuals. A top-grade student will select the most appropriate responses, given the
stimulus material, whereas lower-grade students may give an acceptable answer but not
necessarily the most relevant, given the image. Acceptable responses are often categorised,
for example increased fitness is the same ‘category’ of answer as increase strength or
increase speed. The categories for this question would be:
1 improve performance
2 increase fitness/improving any stated component of health-related exercise (for example
strength)
3 increase health.
Top-grade students will provide answers with the appropriate breadth of knowledge, hitting
one point per category of answer rather than repeating points from the same category of
answer. Where mark schemes show a series of numbered points (as above) this indicates
that responses are required from each category. Lower-grade students are also less likely to
pick up on key words in the question. The focus in (a) was on physical benefits, so although
this individual might play for fun it would not be credited as this is not a physical benefit.
The first part of the question is similar to that currently used, the second part, however, is a
new topic for the written paper.
Although not shown here, students will still be expected to answer each question in the
space provided under the question. Students should use this as another indicator of the
amount they are expected to write. The amount of space should be more than enough for
a full answer. If students need more space than that provided they are probably going into
too much depth.
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Topic 1.1.4: Physical activity as part of your healthy, active lifestyle
Question
Jennifer’s teacher wants Jennifer (who is a sprint swimmer) to start using goal
setting to help her improve her performance.
(a) Identify two reasons why Jennifer’s teacher believes that goal setting will
help Jennifer improve.
(2)
(b) Give an example of a goal that Jennifer might set and state which principle of
goal setting your example relates to.
(2)
(c) Why should Jennifer’s goals be measurable?
(2)
Answer 1
(a) Goal setting is used to help motivate people, so if Jennifer uses it she will be more motivated,
meaning that she will be happy to carry on training and working on what she needs to in order
to improve. She will have targets to aim for and she can see when she reaches them.
(b) To decrease her PB by 100th of a second. This is a measurable goal.
(c) So that she knows if she has achieved them, then she can be set a further target to achieve so
she continues to improve.

Answer 2
(a) In goal setting you set goals so Jennifer will get better in her sport.
(b) To make it in to the county squad. This is a realistic goal.
(c) So she knows how well she is doing.

Examiner comments
Goal setting is a new topic on the specification. This question is indicative of the depth
students will need to know. Although 2-mark questions, each question asks for specific
knowledge/application and therefore it should be clear to students what they need to
include in their answers.
Answer 1
(a) There is more than enough here for 2 marks. Two benefits of goal setting have been
identified and related to the performer in the question.
(b) The student would have been credited with 2 marks. The goal is measurable. If, however,
the example had not been measurable (get better, swim faster) the student would not
have been credited.
(c) There are 2 marks available; therefore there needs to be two parts to the response.
The first so she can see how she is progressing/whether she has achieved the goal, the
second to explain why that is important, in this case so she can be set further goals.
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Answer 2
(a) The problem with this response is that it repeats the question word ‘goal’; therefore it is
difficult to know if the student really understands. Students should be coached not to
do this. An area where this is currently a problem for students is describing the principle
of specificity. The obvious way is to say training specific to the sport, but this presents
the same problem, students get around this by stating ‘certain’ sport. Similarly with
goal setting, ‘setting goals’ as an answer needs to be avoided! The second half of the
statement is also vague so this answer would score zero marks.
(b) The student would be credited with 2 marks for this answer as they have addressed the
question, even if the examiner is unsure as to whether or not this is a realistic goal for
Jennifer. The mark is for knowledge of one of the principles of goal setting.
(c) This would have gained only one of the 2 available marks as there is no reason given to
explain why this is advantageous.
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Topic 1.1.4: Physical activity as part of your healthy, active lifestyle
Question
Jarred is 16 years old, explain how you would calculate his target zone.
(3)
Answer 1
220 minus their age gives 204.
204 is their maximum heart rate.
His target zone will fall between 60 and 80% of his maximum heart rate.
Therefore his target zone will be between 122bpm and 163bpm.

Answer 2
You do 220–age

Examiner comments
Answer 1
Once again, too much information for the number of points available, marks are awarded
for the first three statements. This student includes the ‘units’ for the calculation, this is
good practice, although this mark scheme did not credit inclusion of units. Future mark
schemes might do as they will help differentiate between levels of response.
Answer 2
Of the three available marks this student would score 1 mark for their knowledge that the
upper threshold of training is calculated by working out maximum heart rate through the
equation:
220 – age. The performer in the question was 16. Had the student used a different age they
would not have scored this mark. To score more marks they needed to take us further
through the process of calculation.
NB: Students’ mathematical knowledge is not being tested as it is possible to achieve
maximum marks without carrying out the ‘maths’.
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Topic 1.2.4: A healthy, active lifestyle and your skeletal system
Question
Physical activity and exercise has an impact on the growth and
development of body systems. Figure 4 shows the skeletal system of
George and his friend whilst they play basketball.

(Source: Carol and Mike Werner/Alamy)
Figure 4
What long-term effect does George’s regular participation in basketball
and exercise have on his bones?
(1)
Answer
Model mark scheme answer
It increases his bone density.

Examiner comment
This forms part of a themed question on the paper. The question is worth 7 marks in total,
but is broken down into short-answer questions.
This enables all students to attempt at least part of the question, making some of the 80
marks accessible to all.
Teachers should note that, there is a requirement for students to know some basic anatomy
and physiology (eg major muscle groups) in the context of physical activity. However, the
emphasis is now on the impact of a healthy, active lifestyle (particularly of exercise and
physical activity) on the body systems.
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Topic 1.1.3: Exercise and fitness as part of your healthy active lifestyle
*Question

(Source: Abraham Menashe/Alamy)
Javelin thrower

(Source: L. Scott)
Long distance runners

(Source: Clipart.com)
Tennis player serving
Figure 2 shows three different types of participant engaging in exercise and
physical activity. Discuss ‘power’ and its relative importance to each of the types
of participant.
.(6)
Answer 1
Power is the ability to carry out strength performances quickly. All of these performers need power.
The tennis player needs power to play hard ground strokes to beat his opponent and in his service.
The javelin thrower needs power to make sure that the javelin goes a long way. The long distance
runner also needs power when she needs to get away from the other runners at the start or end of
the race.
However, power is not equally important to all of these performers. It is most important to the
javelin thrower, without power their throw will not go very far and they will be easily beaten.
Although an important part of their game, the tennis player also needs other aspects of fitness such
as stamina to last the length of the match. Power is probably least important to the long distance
runner.
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Answer 2
Power is how forcefully you do something. The javelin and tennis player need power but the long
distance runner doesn’t need it very much. The tennis player plays hard shots and serves, and the
javelin thrower needs to get the javelin a long way.

Examiner comments
This is clearly the most significant change to the current format of the written paper, as
students are not guided in the way they have been previously, in terms of reminders about
how to structure their answers. There is, therefore, more scope for extended writing.
Students need to be taught how to break the question down to ensure appropriate
coverage of the question. It should also be pointed out to students that questions marked
with an asterisk indicate that Quality of Written Communication (QWC) will be taken
into account.
Students are given three images and asked to discuss the relevance of power to each
participant. Power is a technical term. If they are given technical terms in a question
they should be encouraged to explain the technical term/s first, this will demonstrate
knowledge of the topic. The rest of the answer can be split. Firstly, they should address
each performer in turn and explain how each individual uses power, giving examples to
show their understanding and ability to analyse activities. The final part of the answer
should be an evaluative conclusion as the command word is discuss, ie they should state
who, in their opinion, requires power the most; who it is more relevant to and justify this
opinion. If they can do all this, whilst using good spelling and grammar, they should get
maximum marks.
Unlike the rest of the paper, the mark scheme for this type of question is banded. This
means that content marks are scored in order to access particular bands. In order to achieve
the top band
(5-6 marks) students must address the whole question. A top-grade response will do this.
A lower-grade response, however, although potentially scoring well in terms of content on
one aspect of the question, will not address all the required strands and will score less well.
To answer these types of questions students must:
•• explain technical terms
•• address all aspects of the question (in this case the three performers’ use of power)
•• give an evaluative conclusion (in this case which of the performers needs power more
and why)
•• do all this using good QWC.
Just having knowledge of power and some of its application will not address the question.
Please note, when looking at the mark schemes for these types of questions students
are not expected to achieve all content marks on the mark scheme, but must have a
balanced answer.
These questions will be based on any aspect of the theoretical content of the specification.
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Controlled assessment
About the controlled assessment
Controlled assessment involves students planning or researching and then carrying out a
task and is similar to coursework except that controls have been added to ensure the work
is all the student’s own. The controlled assessment task must be taken during curriculum
time – one of the key requirements is that students are supervised at all times.
For PE the controlled assessments are the performances and analysis of performance which
you will already be familiar with.
Controlled assessment is not an exam and requires supervision rather than invigilation.

Task setting
Edexcel will set the tasks and you can either:
•• use the task as it is
•• adapt the task to suit your students’ needs.
If you adapt the task, you must ensure that your version covers all the Assessment
Objectives and allows for the full range of outcomes.
QCA states that for GCSE Physical Education, the following can be assessed through
controlled assessment:
•• developing competence in different types of activity, and different roles and contexts
within the activity
•• selecting and applying tactics, strategies and compositional ideas
•• analysing and evaluating performance and identifying key priorities for improvement.
In addition, elements of these skills may be assessed externally.

How often will the task change?
We will review the task every two years. We will look at the task in the light of student
performance and make any amendments necessary to make the task clearer.
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Task taking and the level of control
Medium level of control (informal supervision).
•• Students can outline the tasks. You can answer questions and provide limited guidance,
but cannot guide students along a particular path or advise on how to approach the task.
•• With informal supervision, you ensure that all students contribute to group work and
that plagiarism does not occur.

Task marking
Edexcel will publish assessment criteria for marking the tasks. Using these mark schemes,
you will need to show clearly how you have awarded marks. If more than one teacher is
involved in the marking, there will need to be internal standardisation to ensure consistency
of marking.
After marking the tasks, you will complete a form to show all the marks achieved. Edexcel
will moderate a sample of students’ work and you will receive a detailed report on the
findings on results day.
Training courses on marking tasks will be available to help you mark the work effectively. Our
specification experts can also provide support, just email gcsepe@edexcelexperts.co.uk
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Controlled assessment
exemplars
e-Spec

Analysis of performance task
The following examples of student work are to show indicative content only. Centres will
appreciate that as no student has actually submitted work under the new specification at
the time of publication, existing work has been modified for illustrative purposes only.
Selected examples from two students are shown – one at grade A and one at grade C.
Both are based on an analysis of the video of Eric Moussambani’s performance in the men’s
100 m freestyle heats in the Sydney 2000 Olympics. Both were submitted as PowerPoint
presentations and examiner comments have been added.

Top-level student
Examiner comment
The top-level student would be able to go through the analysis in the order of the criteria.
Example of how the marks may fall from the assessment criteria for the Analysis of
Performance Task – 4; 3; 3; 3/4; 4 (17/18).
Slide 1 – Title slide
2000 Olympics Men’s 100m freestyle heats
Photo of Eric Moussambani
Slide 2 – Race video
Slide 3 – Rules – Regulations – Terminology
False start
Swimming over
Tumble turn
Freestyle
Front crawl
Student notes for presentation might be:
Eric has not done the qualifying time to get to the Olympics, but he is from a small country who
are allowed to have a representative even if they have not done the qualifying time. Countries like
Australia, USA and the UK would have to do the qualifying time.
There were three swimmers in the race, the other two had false starts, ie they went before the
starting signal after one false start by anyone you will be disqualified. He was the only swimmer in
the race but had to ‘swim over’ meaning he had to swim with no false start, no disqualification, eg
for not touching the end of the pool when he turned or putting his feet on the bottom of the pool.
Eric swam front crawl, as it was a freestyle race he could have swum breastroke or any stroke, but
front crawl is the fastest stroke for most people. At the end of the pool he did a tumble turn, a type
of somersault which is the quickest way to turn in this event.
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Slides 4 and 5 – Break the skill down into recognised stages
Underwater view – helps to see:
Side view – helps to see:
False start

Body position

Body position

Leg action

Leg action

Arm action

Arm action

Timing

Breathing

Tumble turn

Timing
Tumble turn
Then observe from different positions to check on each, from the side, front, underwater.
Slide 6 – Quantitative (Notational Analysis) of stroke count and time per length
for Eric
Length
Stroke count
Time per length
Difference
100 m records
1
75
0.40.72
Olympic 48.18
2
105
1 m 12.00
31.28
World 48.18
Total time
1 m 52.72
Slide 7 – Qualitative evaluation
Qualitative – Technique measured against the ‘Perfect Model’, ie what it should look like when
done at its best.
The skill is front crawl (freestyle).
The technique is the way that Eric performed the skill, his way of doing it.
Break down the skill into smaller parts and analyse and evaluate each part then build it back up
again:
• Body position – his hips are too low.
• Leg action – his legs are bent and he is not kicking from the hips – this will cause him to have
his hips too low and drag him back.
• Arm action – his position at ‘catch point’ is too short so he gets a small/short pull.
• The pull is not in the ‘S’ shape that it should be and there is no push at the end of the arm
pull.
• Breathing – not too bad at the start of the race but his head is too high (causing his hips to
drop – body position again) towards the end of the race.
• He is using trickle breathing (every stroke) as opposed to bi-lateral breathing (breathing on
alternate strokes).
• He is not turning his head on the vertical axis but lifting it up and down.
• Timing – his timing is poor and he lacks coordination of legs, arms and breathing.
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Slide 8 – Evaluation
Quantitative – strengths/weaknesses
First length – not too bad as the commentator said
Compare second length to first
Compare number of strokes
Compare length times
Final time
Evaluate tactics – pace judgement
Evaluate fitness
He went out far too fast he should have tried to swim the same pace for each length.
His fitness levels suggest that his needs to be fitter to last the pace for the whole 100 metres.
Slide 9
Evaluate the performance, taking into account both the strengths and weaknesses measured
against the ‘Perfect Model’.
Slide 10 – Video of the ‘Perfect Model’
Slide 11 – Quantitative analysis of Ian Thorpe the ‘Perfect Model’
Length
Stroke count
Time per length
Difference
100 m records
1
33
24.44
Olympic 48.18
2
33
25.58
1.14
World 48.18
Total time
50.42
Slide 12 – Interpret information against the ‘Perfect Model’
Perfect Model – Ian Thorpe:
Age 17
Height 6ft 5ins
Weight 209lbs
Body build
Somatotype – Mesomorph
Ian has the longest stroke in swimming history 8’ above normal
Size 17 shoes
Lives in Sydney – attends the Australian Institute of Sport (AIS)
Eric:
5ft 6ins
133lbs
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Slides 13 and 14 - Planning strategies, tactics and practices to bring about
improvement
Eric should get a good coach.
Change the training pool/get better facilities.
Improve technique.
Body position – work on leg kick, technique practice kicking from the hip, use the float and work
on legs only practice, eg 6 x 1 length with 2 minutes’ rest between.
Rest for 5 minutes and repeat for 4 sets.
Work on arm technique to improve position at ‘catch point’ with hand entering finger tips first in
front and in line with the shoulder, ‘S’ pull and ‘push’ when hand gets level with the hips.
Practise swimming lengths at controlled speed to help pace judgement.
Target time, for example 50 seconds per length.
Slide 15 – Introduces the Personal Exercise Programme (PEP)
The time that Eric did in the race will form the basis of the testing but various tests will be done,
eg 25 metres and 50 metres time trials so that he can work on those times first.
Training to improve stamina – cardiovascular fitness.
Muscular strength – not so much muscular strength as muscular endurance.
Flexibility – may help his position at ‘catch point’ so work on shoulder mobility especially.
Body composition – will improve with the training eg stronger in the upper body, eg by doing Lat
pull down as one of his weight training exercises.
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Slides 16 and 17 – Using the Principles of Training
Individual needs – the training programme will be for Eric.
FITT
Frequency at least five times a week.
Intensity – some long slow swims for stamina – eg 3000 metres.
Intensity – some faster interval training to improve his speed.
Time – he will need to spend at least one hour five times a week.
Specificity – the training will be to improve his 100 metres freestyle.
Progressive overload
Overload – he will need to train at a high intensity – harder than normal with his heart rate over
the 80% threshold not just between the 60%-80% thresholds.
Progression gradually – every two weeks the training load will increase slightly.
Rest and recovery – periods of rest will need to be built into the programme to allow Eric to
recover from hard training sessions so that his body can adapt.
Methods of training
The training will include continuous training, eg 3000 metres swim.
But it will be mainly interval training, eg 4 x 50 metres fast with 30 seconds rest – this is speed
training.
Rest for 10 minutes and repeat until four sets are done.
There will also be some land conditioning – circuit training give examples from the students PEP,
and later on weight training – this will mean that he is also using cross training.
Eric will do some aerobic work but it will be mostly anaerobic (lactic acid) to improve his speed
and there will be some testing, eg heart rates, resting and recovery rates.

Mid-level student
Examiner comment
The mid-level student would be able to go through the analysis in the order of the criteria.
Example of how the marks may fall from the AoP criteria – 3; 3; 2; 2; 3 (13).

Slide 1 – Title slide
2000 Olympics Men’s 100m freestyle heats
Slide 2 – Race video
Slide 3 – Rules – Regulations – Terminology
False start
Tumble turn
Front crawl
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Examiner comment
The mid-level student has not recognised (and does not know) the rule of needing to
qualify to compete, ie Eric did not have to qualify as swimmers from other countries such as
the UK have to.
Would know about a false start, for example goes before the starting signal but not about
‘swimming over’.

Slide 4 – Observation Qualitative Analysis
Stroke – front crawl
Leg action
Arm action
Body position
Breathing

Examiner comment
Would not have explained about freestyle and being able to offer any stroke, they may
think that freestyle is front crawl.
Student may break the stroke down partially but not necessarily in the right order and they
may miss out timing, for example.
Slide 5 – Observation – Qualitative
Side helps to see:

Underwater helps to see:

Leg action

Leg action

Arm action

Arm action

Breathing

Tumble turn

Examiner comment
Student gets some but not all the points that can be observed from the side and
underwater.

Slide 6 – Eric Moussambani Quantitative Analysis
Length
Stroke count
Time per length
1
75
0.40.72
2
105
1m 12.00
Total time
1m 52.72
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Examiner comment
Student would be able to make the qualitative (notational) analysis but would not know, or
be able to explain, about qualitative and they may not be able to interpret the analysis well.

Slide 7 – Evaluation
1. Leg action – bent legs
2. Arm action – not right action
3. Body position – hips too low
4. Breathing – better at the start

Examiner comment
Evaluation – may pick out the bent legs but not emphasise the swimmer should kick from
the hips.
Will not be able to describe the arm action as well as the A student and will not mention
position at ‘catch-point’ or know what this is.
Once again, not going through in the recognised breakdown starting with the body position.
May just point out that the breathing is better at the start.
May not explain without prompting about trickle and bi-lateral breathing as the top level
student did.

Slide 8 – Evaluation
•

Quantitative – strengths/weaknesses

•

Compare second length to first

•

Compare number of strokes

•

Compare length times

•

Final time

•

Evaluate fitness

Examiner comment
May not make the point that the first length was quite good but would be able to recognise
that the second length was poor in comparison. Would not talk about pace judgement –
terminology (technical language) but may refer to the second length being slower than the
first length.

Slide 9
Evaluate the performance, taking into account both the strengths and weaknesses measured
against the Perfect Model.
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Examiner comment
The student will be able to pick out some of the strengths and weaknesses against the
‘Perfect Model’. But, for example, will not pick out the difference at ‘catch-point’ or use the
correct terminology (technical language) or, if asked, will not know what catch-point is,
for example.

Slide 10 – Video of the ‘Perfect Model’
Slide 11 – Quantitative analysis of Ian Thorpe
Length
Stroke count
Time per length
1
33
24.44
2
33
25.58
Total time
50.42

Difference
1.14

100m records
Olympic 48.18
World 48.18

Examiner comment
The student would be able to compare the strengths and areas for improvement.

Slide 12 – Interpret information against the ‘Perfect Model’
Ian Thorpe:
•

Age 17

•

Height 6ft 5ins

•

Weight 209lbs

•

Body build

•

BMI 24

•

Size 17 shoes

Eric:
•

133lbs

Examiner comment
The student would understand about the somatotype of each swimmer and the advantages
that Ian has over Eric – height and strength and shoe size, therefore size of feet.

Slides 13 and 14 – Planning strategies, tactics and practices to bring about
improvement
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•

Practise to improve technique.

•

Practise to improve swimming – slower in the first length and faster in the second length.
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Examiner comment
The suggestions would be less organised and technical and lack the detail of the top-level
student, for example would not suggest:
•• getting a good coach, or
•• changing the training pool/get better facilities.
May not give examples for improving technique, for example:
•• body position – work on leg kick, use the float and work on legs only practice
•• work on arm technique – get a better bent arm pull
•• practise swimming lengths as in interval training.

Slide 15 – Planning training
Training to improve stamina
•

Cardiovascular fitness

•

Muscular endurance

•

Testing

•

Relate to the PEP

Examiner comment
The mid-level student may suggest some tests but may not be clear exactly what tests;
although may suggest some when questioned on this.
Training to improve stamina – cardiovascular fitness – mid-level student would know about
these two.
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Slides 16 and 17 – Relate to the PEP
Principles of training
•

Individual needs

•

FITT

•

Specificity

•

Progressive

•

Overload

•

Reversability

•

Rest

•

Recovery

Methods of training
•

Continuous

•

Interval

•

Land conditioning

•

Circuit training

•

Resistance training

Examiner comment
The student will have used the Principles of Training in their own training programme but
may not know, or be clear in detail, how they could suggest Eric should use them, for
example:
Using the Principles of Training
Individual needs – the training programme will be for Eric
FITT
Frequency – how many times a week
Intensity – how hard he will train in the target zone
Time – at least 20 minutes each session
Specificity – the training will be to improve his 100 metres freestyle
Progressive overload – he will need to train at a high intensity – harder than normal with his
heart rate in the target zone 60% – 80%
Progression – gradually, after a couple of weeks, the training load will increase
Methods of training
The type of training will include continuous training and interval training
He may also do some circuit training and weight training
Also 4 x 50 metres fast with 30 seconds rest
Rest for 10 minutes and repeat until 4 sets are done
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